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Augmenting the digital DNA of financial services delivery 
… through the establishment of the Productivity and 
Automation Centre of Excellence (PACE). 

IAG Conference – 22 November 2019
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The Context

The Challenge

The Approach

The Delivery

The Results

“Articulating the SDO’s operating environment in the context of the Federal Government’s Shared Services 
Program and the Modernisation Fund”

“Explain the challenge that faced the SDO as an organisation and the outcomes sought by the 
Transformation activities”

“Provide an overview of the approach to establishing and running the PACE capability”

“Talk to the delivery elements in establishing and running the PACE capability”

“Showcase the results from establishing and running the PACE capability”

In establishing the PACE capability the SDO has focused on optimising the management system through coaching and 
change management; removing complexity and freeing up capacity for high value tasks; and identified and eliminated 
pain points through process redesign and automation. 

What we will cover today



Finance is actively pursuing productivity, business re-engineering and automation to delivery outcomes for Government 

Outcome 2
Support an efficient and high-
performing public sector through 
providing leadership to 
Commonwealth entities in 
ongoing improvements to public 
sector governance, including 
through systems, frameworks, 
policy, advice, and service 
delivery.

Portfolio Budget Statements 
Budget Related Paper
Finance Portfolio

Modernisation Fund
Streamlining and improving user access to government 

services; strengthening public sector workforce capability and 
transition the public sector to be smaller, smarter, more 

productive and sustainable..

Public Sector Reform including Shared Services
Capture the benefits of scale and scope, and improve the 
level and cost of service delivery through standardising, 

consolidating and automating back-office services.

Program 2.6 – Service Delivery Office
This program contributes to the outcome through providing certain corporate services to client 
Australian Government entities.

The Context



Source: EY, The evolving role of the CFO in the digital ageSource: PWC, Leading from the front: Redesigning finance for the digital age

The Challenge

In an environment where amazing advances in technology are all around us, finance stakeholders expect accurate, error-free 
information faster, in more detail and with greater frequency than ever before. Finance, risk and treasury departments must 
rethink their approach to enterprise reporting if they don’t want to miss the mark.



Productivity: measure performance 
against known drivers of productivity 

Policy, Data and Innovation: Build 
greater capability, professional standards 
and toolkits across Government 

Citizen and Business Engagement: provide 
better services with and for citizens and 
business

Structure and Operating Model: 

Investment & Resourcing: Prioritise and 
plan investment in major departmental 
assets, at the Whole-of-government level

Workforce and Culture: strategies to 
prepare and empower the APS for the 
future of work in the Digital age.

People & 
Organisation

Processes

Governance 
Interactions

Culture

Measures & 
Motivators

Tools & 
Technology

Decision rights, decision making 
processes and governance bodies and 
operational guidelines.

How people think and feel in the organisation, 
the way they work and the way they pursue goals

Incentives and metrics, KPI used to 
motivate and measure performance

Systems and tools required to enable 
effective and efficient service delivery

Organisation design and models including 
structures, roles, responsibilities and reporting lines.

How work is delivered in the 
organisation and how information flows.

The Approach





Benefits

• Service speed
• Accuracy
• Quality
• Increased 

capacity
• $ savings
• Team 

engagement
• Mobility

Supportive weekly 
cascading 

KPI reviews

Data enabled 
daily team 
stand-ups

Productivity baseline 
and tracking
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Automation work stream
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Workforce management / benefit realisation work stream

Transactional KPI model
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Team of internal staff automating processes

Baselining activities, standard times and 
productivity across transactional teams –
without this automation benefits can’t be 
tracked

Daily team reviews of KPIs and metrics to drive 
increased productivity and redeploy effort post-
automation

Drive performance and engagement of 
leadership – top to bottom

Track and realise benefit from workforce 
changes, mobility, redeployment, etc.

Underpinning data (if possible pulled from core 
systems)
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Embedding PACE capability into the Operating Model
PACE has been established to support APS transformation by building a consistent, well-governed approach to productivity 
and automation. To fully realise the benefits from automation the PACE team can also guide you in establishing the 
organisational wiring and discipline essential for driving success 



Utilisation of workforce projected changes (%)

Preliminary
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Complex problem-solving

Critical thinking

Creativity

People management

Coordinating with others

Emotional intelligence

Service orientation

Negotiation skills

Cognitive flexibility

Judgment and 
decision-making

‘Wiring’ a workforce of the future, was key to unlock capacity to create space for the uplift to workforce of the future, including the 
important qualities such as a strong customer service orientation, flexibility, and good collaboration skills—in addition to the technical 
capabilities needed for specific jobs…. 

Source: World Economic Forum

The Delivery 



Note: Process improvement cuts across both improvement levers

100%

198%

52%

46%

Current capacity Additional capacity available through
wiring

Additional capacity available through
automation and digitisation

Total

The SDO has sought to realise the potential for the organisation to increase the capacity available within the current 
workforce….



Finance talent models are evolving quickly
Digital transformation is fundamentally human-centric because it’s about imagining new ways of value creation. For that to 
happen, people have to be digital enablers as well as users of new digital capabilities. Therefore, a premium is placed on 
data scientists, business analysts, and storytellers. 

Source: McKinsey on Finance Number 67Source: Deloitte Crunch time Finance in a digital world



Operating strategy

Operating disciplines

Alignment and motivation

Sustaining disciplines

Continuous
improvement

disciplines

Visible leadership

Elements of the Wiring Pyramid

Senior leaders: how well do leaders promote and support the capability and how mature 
are the processes in the agency to allow them to communicate their vision for the role 
the capability plays in agency performance.

Stakeholder engagement: what processes exist to engage with stakeholders about the 
capability and whether there exists processes to integrate stakeholders’ views into the 
development of the capability in the agency?

Resourcing: resources are specifically allocated to delivering the capability and the 
agency regularly evaluates the delivery of the capability to ensure that it is meeting its 
requirements.

Workforce knowledge and skills: how well does the agency understand the workforce 
capability needed to support the organisational capability; what processes are in place to 
support building workforce capability where required.

Organisational systems and evaluation: whether there are processes in place to measure 
the effectiveness of the capability and whether this leads to improvement in the 
capability

Strategic planning: whether the agency has a set of strategic objectives for the capability 
and processes for identifying how these link to agency outcomes.

Alignment to APSC Capability Maturity Model (CMM) Criteria

Organisation Wiring 



Prioritising initiatives which uplift capability in skills, (digital) tools, insights and 
relationships to achieve desired results

Head of Operations

Director of Function

Function team

Weekly 1-1

Head of SDO

3. Cascade complementary Results Actions 
Review meetings as constructive 
conversations

Weekly 1-1

Daily stand up

2. Align and cascade KPIs1. Identify and prioritise KPIs to input level while 
ensuring process integrity

KPIs focused on:
• Volume of work
• Quality of work
• Productivity

Outcomes through personal accountability



Optimising your 
management practices 

facilitates the 
organisational change 

needed to deliver success 
Staff recognise the 

improvements

SDO has achieved a step-change performance, from a fundamental shift in organisational behaviour across several dimensions

The results of wiring 



Note: Process improvement cuts across both improvement levers

100%

198%

52%

46%

Current capacity Additional capacity available through
wiring

Additional capacity available through
automation and digitisation

Total

The SDO has sought to realise the potential for the organisation to increase the capacity available within the current 
workforce….



In the latest report by McKinsey & Company – Australia’s automation 
opportunity,  it states that “44 percent of current work activities could already 
be automated using existing technologies… This potential rate of automation 
could rise to 63–81 percent by 2030”.

2017 2018 2019



In the future finance function, Automation technology will play an important role

Standardising and automating processes and building agility and quality into processes is a significant priority for the  finance 
function. And while it is a particular priority for cost focused CFOs, it is also important for those focused on growth



The ‘A’ in PACE – Automation.
Automation utilises digital technology (Robotic Process Automation software) to execute tasks normally done by a person. It is technology that can be used in 
isolation or in conjunction with more sophisticated automation technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence, to augment the human workforce and deliver 
significant quality and efficiency benefits. 

Automation ContinuumLow High

Natural Language 
Programming (NLP)

Artificial Intelligence/ 
Cognitive Computing Algorithmic BusinessRobotic Process Automation 

(Automation )
Business Process Automation 

Platforms

Software that emulates the actions of human 
users for repetitive processes

Interacts with any application or system through 
a user interface using non-invasive techniques

‘Digital Assistance’ managed and optimised 
by the business

§ Consistent execution of processes
§ Eliminates data inconsistencies across applications

§ Every key stroke is tracked and reportable

§ Reduces error rate for manual tasks – there is typically ~10% 
error rate 

§ Companies are beginning to use Automation to bring off-
shored processes back on-shore

Improved 
Accuracy

Auditable

2

Fewer Defects

Ownership & 
Governance

§ 3-5x increase in productivity relative to human resources

§ Licenses are scaled to respond to demand
§ Software can be used across several unrelated processes

§ Improve customer response time by reducing cycle time
§ Reduce waiting time – immediately available processing 

capabilities

§ ~10% annual cost of human resources
§ Reduce re-work costs

Faster 
Processing

Scalable

Customer 
Satisfaction

Lower Cost
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Demonstration of the Automation capability in Production
Automation can help us do things that take up a lot of our time, but don’t draw on our uniquely human capabilities. 
Automation is great for repetitive, high volume tasks governed by ‘logic’. 

High volume of repetitive manual tasks, especially across systems
• Data entry of standard client service requests
• Compliance checking and reporting 
• Periodic standard reporting

Digitised and structured inputs and outputs
• Form letters and notifications
• SAP/Excel/email operations
• Notification and processing of customer updates 

Clear business rules and processing logic
• Compliance with EBAs, published standards and regulations
• New supplier, customer, employee registrations and terminations
• Account and transaction entry across systems 
• Processing of credit card orders 

Highly manual key stroke entering and rework of errors
• Form extraction – taking data from forms and making systems entries
• Journal entry accounting
• Standard reporting such as financials and budgets



Results of the Productivity and Automation Centre of Excellence - PACE

Program

Agency 
Operations

Government

§ Optimising FTE utilisation
§ Re-thinking workforce design
§ Augmenting a digital workforce into 

operational service delivery

Process & workflow re-design
§ Reducing process touch points enabling workers to focus on 

adding value
§ 47% of invoices being managed with minimal human intervention

Management practice
§ Accountabilities managed through clear KPIs for each team and 

individual
§ 250 percent increase in staff engagement score over 4 month 

period

PACE – Results 

Automation
§ Utilise software to automate processes to reduce errors, rework 

and effort
§ 5 processes automated in 4 months reducing errors by up to 

80% and the process cycle by up to 85%

Automation is a global capability that is being adopted across sectors and by multiple agencies across Government to improve productivity 
and deliver more efficient, higher quality services for Australian citizens. The Department of Finance's PACE team has been established to 
support APS transformation by building a consistent, well-governed approach to automation. 

§ Streamlining Services Delivery
§ Reducing risk in Transactional Services
§ Ensuring the delivering quality outputs

§ Supporting APS Transformation
§ Building the workforce of the future
§ Applying Digital Standards


